
Letter of Apology

Fri, Jun 21, 2013 at 11:52 PMSainath N <natukulasainath@gmail.com>
To: 

To

Professor Taekyoung Kwon sir  and  Professor Jin Hong sir

This email is being sent as  APOLOGY from me .

Respected Sir,

Iam again very Sorry for the happenings . I felt a lot for the pertained Activity. The things happened wrong from my
side and I sincerely request you Apology towards the instance.

I  have sincerely requested the apology regarding the paper and once again iam extremely sorry for the instance.

Actually we are in a remote area where we don’t have research centers and proper guidance in the aspect of
research and publications and I just with the intention of learning and gaining the knowledge we have done this
instance . We tried only to learn the content and publish the paper without proper guidance.

Once again I sincerely request to provide me some time to rectify the instance  by removing the papers from the
publishers.

Also I humbly request you to treat me and provide your kindness towards me and I confirm that I will not repeat
these type of incidents in my life .

Thereby I humbly request you to consider me and  kindly leave me from this incident .

Consider me sir …

N.Sainath



Letter of Apology

Fri, Jun 21, 2013 at 11:56 PMvikram narayandas <narayandas.vikram@gmail.com>
To: 

To

Professor Taekyoung Kwon sir  and  Professor Jin Hong sir

This email is being sent as  APOLOGY from me .

Respected Sir,

Iam again very Sorry for the happenings . I felt a lot for the pertained Activity. The things happened wrong from my
side and I sincerely request you Apology towards the instance.

I  have sincerely requested the apology regarding the paper and once again iam extremely sorry for the instance.

Actually we are in a remote area where we don’t have research centers and proper guidance in the aspect of
research and publications and I just with the intention of learning and gaining the knowledge we have done this
instance . We tried only to learn the content and publish the paper without proper guidance.

Once again I sincerely request to provide me some time to rectify the instance  by removing the papers from the
publishers.

Also I humbly request you to treat me and provide your kindness towards me and I confirm that I will not repeat
these type of incidents in my life .

Thereby I humbly request you to consider me and  kindly leave me from this incident .

Consider me sir …

N. Vikram Narayandas


